Dream it, Learn it, Live it.
This child SEF was discussed and written
by school council members over a two
month period between Dec 2017 and
Feb 2018. It is based on the
School evaluation form which is written by
the senior leaders of the school.
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Headteacher
School Council
Leader

Mr Richard Dax
Mr Richard Dax

Chair of Governors:
School Council Members

Mrs Helen Wardle

Evaluation Date:

Feb 2018

Lauren, Lily, Olivia, Ronnie, Max C, Max B, Kyle, Alfie, Treece

We would describe our school as:


An inclusive school



An improving school



A fun place to learn with a calm and pleasant atmosphere.

The children that come to our school are:


Caring and respectful.



Clever but some need more support



Kind, polite and helpful.

The best things about Coalville are:


It has a nice park, it has a leisure centre with good facilities.



There are good places to shop and eat.



Nice community, friendly people

Our school looks like:


A good place to learn.



A nice place to go.
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The last time that Ofsted came to our school was: January 2014 They said that we must:

Make all
teaching at
least good and
some should be
outstanding

Teachers need
to ask
challenging
questions to
help us with
our learning

Our teachers:


Make learning fun and practical



Are firm but fair



Help us to make links between the subjects

We would like our teachers to be:


More practical lessons which show us how



Use more science and history lessons

Our teachers:


Ask us difficult questions so that we can learn more and have a deeper
understanding of things



Ask us to explain things to our friends so that we can understand it better
ourselves



Support us when we don’t know the right answer.



Tell us that we have good ideas and use good character traits
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We learn best in subjects when: (Outcomes for Children and Learners: Grade 2 )


We have practical lessons



The learning is fun



We use quadrant grids in maths



When we have clear instructions



When everyone concentrates and when we can hear the teacher.

We could learn better if:


We have more science and history lessons



Lessons were more practical



If everyone is quiet

Our teachers help us when they: (Quality of Teaching Learning and Assessment:


Talk to us and explain things clearly.



Reward us with Dojos



Tell us what learning characters we are



Explain things clearly to us

Grade 2)

Our teachers could help us more if they:


Had more practical lessons



Explain it slower and more assistance.

Teachers help us to behave well by: (Personal Development Behaviour and Welfare Grade: 2)


Keeping us interested and asking our opinion and views on each
subject.



Praising us and explaining what character traits we have

We could improve if we:


Have more teachers in each classroom.



Had more homework
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The people in charge of our school help us to: Effectiveness of Leadership and Management of the School: Grade 2)


Learn by making sure that teachers are constant in their jobs, which helps us to be
constant in our learning.



Improve standards.

The people in charge of our school could help us more if they:


Have a strong routine and structure in place that is stuck to.



Keep the teachers happy and listen to them.

We learn about other things such as music, art, drama, British values, behaviour,
health and well-being by: (SMSC: Grade 2)


Attending FAB clubs



Going on school trips



Having good assemblies and learning about Coalville

Overall the best things about our school are: (Overall Effectiveness: 2 )


FAB clubs are great



The playground, I-pads, library, forest school, field and
teachers.



It is healthy and the rules are fair.

Our school would be better if:


Children didn’t talk in class



People played well in the playground

Signed by school Council on:
________________________________________________________________
Date: _________Feb 2018_______________
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